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CHRISTMAS 

LIGHT
DISPLAY

PHOTO CONTEST
Light up the night and share  

your holiday style with  
AT HOME on the North Shore.

 
Send your photos to crystalmurray@advocateprinting.com

Photos will be judged on creativity, theme, 
lighting techniques and spirit. 

Winning entries will be published in the 
2017 Holiday edition of  At Home on the North Shore

Deadline for entries is January 31st, 2017 

GRAND PRIZE 
The winner will have their photo transformed 

into a beautiful Christmas card created by 
an Advocate Communications Group graphic designer. 

You will receive 100 copies of  your card 
along with self-addressed envelopes.

2ND PLACE 
A $100 gift certificate to the Pictou Lodge Resort

Email photos to :
Crystalmurray@advocateprinting.com

Contest open to residents of Colchester, Pictou and Antigonish Counties. Contest submission deadline January 31, 2017.
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Hello down there! Val Ryan and 

Clary MacPherson welcome 

close friend Lisa MacDonald 

to their annual holiday fête in 

Kingshead, Pictou County.
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Logan’s Fish Mart

1(902) 485-4633
www.nnseafoods.ca

• Live Lobster
• Cooked Lobster

• Cooked Snow Crab
• Variety of Fresh Fish 

& Seafood
  • Rock Crab

* white meat add $1.75 

NEW GLASGOW

660 WESTVILLE ROAD
HWY 104 EXIT 23

ONLY

$12.99*
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The choice of vacation options 

are so vast these days; you may 

choose to Discover the South and 

recharge with some sunshine at an All 

Inclusive resort or alternatively a visit to 

your favourite European destination to 

discover history and culture may be more 

for you. Either way Transat or Travel Your 

Way will provide you with a selection of 

vacation options.

Two very popular southern destinations 

for winter getaways are Jamaica & 

Punta Cana in the Dominican Republic. 

JAMAICA: where Caribbean 

weather and culture come together

Two great resorts are the Sunscape Splash 

Resort and Spa and the Royal Decameron 

Cornwall each offering great value for your 

winter getaway. Your dream all-inclusive 

vacation awaits in Jamaica: frolic on the 

beaches, get carried away by the smooth 

sway of reggae, surrender to “island 

time” and fall in love with the country’s 

mountains and sea, and of course the 

friendly people. 

 If you are a true beach lover, then Punta 

Cana is for you. 

Check out the Luxury Bahia Principe Don 

Pablo Collection, a five star resort sure 

to impress. Magnificent beaches await 

you in Punta Cana, or learn to dance the 

merengue. Adults will love the range of 

restaurants and spas while the little ones 

will clamour to spend more time in the 

pools and mini-kids clubs. 

Both of these sunny islands are offered 

with direct flights from Halifax until  

May 2017.

EUROPE, your way

A land of dazzling diversity and 

fascinating history. Some wish to explore 

the Old Continent as much as possible in 

one trip, while others prefer peeling off 

its layers slowly, one city at a time. The 

choices are endless, Italy, Greece,  

Portugal or Spain just to mention a few.

Ask Carla & Terri Lee from Travel Our 

Way about the 27 European destinations 

offer by Transat. 

Check out the One City packages 

that allow you to delve deep into your 

destination because you will be staying 

at the same hotel or apartment for the 

entirety of your trip. Whether you wish 

to dive into the heart of a large bustling 

capital or enjoy the sweet life in a small 

coastal town, you’ll find your happiness 

among the many city or seaside stays 

offered by Transat.

Other options for a great European 

getaway include Cycling packages, multi-

city packages, a la carte accommodations 

and even car rentals.

To learn more, contact Carla or  

Terri Lee from Travel Our Way  

at www.travelourway.com

YOUR VACATION IS CALLING
ADVERTORIAL

South Group Vacation packages: Limited rooms available at prices indicated and are sub-
ject to availability & change without notice. Savings refl ected in advertised price for depar-
ture dates listed above. Prices shown are per person based on double occupancy.  Prices 
will vary with departure date you select and airfare & hotel availability at time of booking. 
Tax is included. Flights are operated by Air Transat. Europe packages: Connector fl ight From 
Halifax to Toronto arranged by Travel Our Way. Connector airfares vary based on departure 
date. Prices shown are per person, based on double occupancy in lead room category, un-
less otherwise stated. Taxes and fees are included. Flights from Toronto are via Air Transat. 
Limited seats available at prices indicated from Toronto: 5 per departure. Space and Prices 
are subject to availability at time of booking and subject to change without prior notice. 
For full descriptions and terms and conditions, contact your Travel professional. Transat is 
a division of Transat Tours Canada Inc., and is registered as a travel wholesaler in Ontario 
(Reg #50009486) with o�  ces at 191 The West Mall, Suite 800, Etobicoke, ON M9C 5K8.

NEW GLASGOW 
(902) 752-7900  
ANTIGONISH 

(902) 863-9430
www.travelourway.com
Sign up for your free weekly eTravel email

travel@travelourway.com

PUNTA CANA – EXCLUSIVE OFFER
5H Luxury Bahia Principe Fantasia Don Pablo Collection 

– New Resort – 

March 30 – 7 Nights. All Inclusive 

$1489 pp taxes included
Save $1100 per couple! 

MONTEGO BAY, JAMAICA – EXCLUSIVE OFFER
4H Sunscapes Splash Resort and Spa

March 25 – 7 Nights. All Inclusive  

$1598 pp taxes included 
Save $1000 per couple!

MONTEGO BAY, JAMAICA – EXCLUSIVE OFFER
4H Royal Decameron Cornwall Beach

– New Resort –  

April 15 – 7 Nights. All Inclusive    

$1543 pp taxes included   
Save $475 per couple!

Carla MacKay Terri Lee Arbuckle

South Group Vacation packages: Limited rooms available at prices indicated and are sub-

ITALY
SPECTACULAR AMALFI COAST
4H  Grand Hotel Excelsior Amalfi 

May 5 & 12 - 7 Nights
Breakfast daily |  Bonus: Free scheduled 

shuttle to Amalfi 

$2122 pp taxes included

GREECE
A RELAXING SEASIDE VACATION

4H Kinetta Beach Resort & Spa

May 7, 14, 21 & 28 - 7 Nights

All-Inclusive

$2012 pp taxes included

 

PORTUGAL
THE BEAUTIFUL ALGARVE

4H Luna Miramar

March 21, 28 & April 4 – 7 Nights 

Studio with kitchenette, no meals     

$1813 pp taxes included

SPAIN
COSTA DEL SOL

4H Sunset Beach Club Apartment 

April 5, 12 & 19 – 7 Nights 

1-Bedroom Exterior Apartment, no meals    

$1984 pp taxes included

EXPERIENCE EUROPE YOUR WAY!  Europe Packages include fl ights from Halifax, accommodations & more.

JOIN OUR GROUP GETAWAYS!  South packages include fl ights from Halifax, transfers & all inclusive resort.
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F or the youngest person in our household, Christmas  

can’t come fast enough. The jubilant announcement a  

few weeks ago that there were only 50 more sleeps, had 

my daughter bouncing in her Nike Frees and me doing immediate 

calculations for my “Holiday Checklist Manifesto.”

There is a natural order of things when it comes to Christmas 

at our house. My husband and I have wiled away many hours 

tinkering with the little details that over time have been  

accepted as tradition. Many of them have been plucked from 

our own cherished childhood memories and some our own 

manifestations of yuletide.

The lights, the baking, the appearance of the elf, shopping trips, 

our infamous Christmas card production, parties, the trimming 

of the trees (yes trees), the annual Christmas Eve Eve celebration 

(yes two Eves) on the MacKinnon side of the family, the arrival of 

the American cousins, then finally when we are all but completely 

exhausted and eggnogged out, the big night is finally here.

Christmas is the season where we all hold tight to our traditions. 

No matter how superfluous many of the things that I named on 

the list may sound they are the things that make Christmas special 

for our family. I have an immense gratitude that life has afforded 

all of this joy because for many in this world all of the trappings 

of the season do not come as easy. So another part of our holiday 

manifesto is the support of our favourite charitable organizations.

It is not all Norman Rockwell. We have had holidays where kids 

were sick or simply in meltdown, trees crashing on hardwood, 

snowstorms messed with travel plans and times when Santa just 

messed up. Around the same time when my daughter started the 

50 day count down she asked me to sit down and scroll through 

the library of holiday photos on my laptop that captured it all. 

Even in the photos where there was someone in tears we sat  

and laughed, reminisced and wished.

But as every Christmas season comes and goes our lives are 

all a little different. Our children grow, our parents age, we 

welcome new family and we say good-bye to others. For families 

experiencing loss and grief, Christmas is an especially hard season 

to navigate and traditions that were once all enjoyed together  

are painful reminders of what used to be. From my experience 

the absence of loved ones eventually takes on its own form and 

their imagined heartbeats warm the spaces that they left empty. 

In the expanse of life there is only a pinhole of time where all 

the stars align and all that we love surrounds us. Being able to live 

beyond the comfortable and safe confines of these brief moments, 

celebrating the past while making room for new traditions will 

help you find the light in Christmas and keep everything Merry 

and Bright.

I think we have a lot of merry making on the pages of our 

holiday issue. Our cover story Merry & Bright featuring the 

Lighthouse inspired home of Val Ryan illuminates the fun you 

can have when you blend history with modern life. And what 

happens when you take the bright lights of Olympic glory and 

start setting down roots on a wind swept hilltop in River John? 

Well the joy in the smiles of Tracy Stuart and her daughters 

Olivia and Brooklyn pretty much says it all in our At Home with 

conversation. And from that hilltop to the bottom of the lane we 

take you to Caldera for Christmas with Tracy’s husband Jarret, 

where we warm you up with a finger or two of whiskey, east 

coast style. 

It’s time to come together, from near and from far to celebrate 

with the people who we love the most, to share with others who 

need it most and make this Christmas your most happy one yet!

Now it’s time for me to get back to that check list!   

Merry Christmas from our home to yours.

editor’s
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THE INSIDE STORY
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A little greenery and a white Christmas 

makes everything merry & bright. 

Until then let’s get decorating!

LEFT: Felix Wadden 
can barely contain his 
excitement as he waits 
for the first snow fall of 
the season. He gives his 
mum Rachael a little help 
dressing things up in their 
backyard in Lovat.

A ccording the Farmers Alamanac 

there is a 50/50 chance for 

snow on the north shore this 

Christmas but if we don’t get a little 

dusting before the visit of Ole Saint 

Nick don’t worry January is right 

around the corner. Keep the holiday 

cheer at your door all winter with 

this easy to make swag that you can 

personalize with your own special 

touches.

Let’s get started 
• Sharp pruners

•  A bunch of collected evergreen and 

plant material of interest

•  Wreath wire

•  A piece of burlap, bow or what ever 

you’d like to decorate with. 

Just add
SNOW

1. Cut five to seven branches, about a 

foot and a half long of your favourite 

evergreen. This is your base. 

2. Go for a walk and find other shrubs, 

trees or plants with winter interest. 

Look at the colour of the stems, keep 

an eye out for contrasting texture. Cut 

and collect a good selection of items. 

Think of picking a bouquet. It’s the 

same idea. 

3. On a flat surface lay out the evergreen. 

I have put more visual weight on the 

bottom which equates to more materials 

on the bottom. Three to four branches 

are on the bottom with the remaining 

making up the top. Tuck them into each 

other, end to end and wire the branches 

together. The tighter the better. 

4.  Begin to layer the remaining elements 

and wire them to the evergreen base. 

5. Once you are happy with the 

arrangement and it’s sturdy enough, 

wrap a piece of burlap around the 

centre or make a bow to hide any wire 

in the centre. 

6. Make a loop with the wire on the back, 

hang outside and let the compliments 

roll in all season long.   
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CONTRIBUTORS

Deelle is wife, Mom and 
Elevated Lifestyle Coach. 
She helps people tap into 
their full potential so they 
can create the life they 
truly want. Her article 10 

Healthy Ways to Beat the 

Winter Blahs will help 
anyone improve their 
mood over the winter 
months. Deelle always 
looks forward to the 
holiday season because 
it’s filled with family 
time, warmth, decorating 
and daily Elf on the Shelf 
entertainment.

DEELLE HINES

Heather admits that she 
is more of a fair weather 
cyclist so she was happy to 
hit the trail for the feature 
on fat tire bikes before the 
snow started to fly however 
you might find her on the 
slopes this winter. Heather 
holds a journalism degree 
from the University of Kings 
College and is a reporter at 
The Advocate. “I am looking 
forward to catching up 
with family and friends this 
Christmas and take a little 
time to relax.”.

HEATHER BRIMICOMBE 

Maybe Christmas, the 
Grinch thought, doesn’t 
come from a store. Dr. 
Seuss was the inspiration 
behind Sarah Butland’s 
Local Gift Guide. “This 
holiday season brings 
much more than what can 
be found on shelves; life, 
passion, community and 
growth are all things we 
can celebrate.” In addition  
to the gift guide Sarah 
writes about the new 
Winter Blast Festival at  
the deCoste and the 
Adopt-a-Book library 
campaign.

SARAH BUTLAND

Debbie is a Registered 
Holistic Nutritionist, wife 
and mother helping clients 
become healthier one small 
change at a time. In her 
article Vitamin C, she helps 
clarify some myths about 
this well known vitamin. 
Debbie enjoys the holiday 
season because it brings 
joy into the house and fills 
the kitchen with wonderful 
smells. She enjoys cooking 
as it’s a great way for the 
whole family to connect 
and share.

DEBBIE STEWART

It seems like yesterday we 
were shooting the lighthouse 
in Kingshead for the cover 
story Merry & Bright but 
those shots were taken early 
last January. Here we are 
Christmas again. I hope you 
enjoy the pictures as much 
as I enjoy taking them... even 
when I am standing outside 
in the snow for hours 
waiting for the sun to set  
for a night shot. Wishing  
you and your family a very 
Merry Christmas and a 
healthy New Year.

STEVE SMITH 

RACHAEL MCLEAN 

Rachael is a local 
Landscape Architect and 
designer dressing for the 
weather and hunkering 
down for what will 
hopefully be a Winter 
FULL of snow.
Before you stop reading 
after that last comment, 
remember back when 
snow banks were FUN?! 
Keep going and give old 
man winter a chance 
with her thoughts on the 
season. Caution eternal 
optimism present…

CRAIG CAMPBELL 

There is a joy in pairing 
good food and drink. 
Sommelier Craig Campbell 
makes his picks for the 
holiday menu Dazzle and 
Dine and he has a few 
surprises. You just might 
be popping open a bottle 
of beer at the table this 
Christmas. Craig grew up 
in Stellarton and has since 
spent 25 years working 
in the hospitality field, 
here in Nova Scotia, as 
well as in Alberta. His 
interest in wine has been 
attained through both 
personal and professional 
development. He became 
an accredited sommelier 
in 2007 and is currently 
Manager at Gaspereau 
Vineyards.

JASON CONWAY

Christmas was in the oven 
and in the air when Chef 
Jason Conway made a visit 
to the VisionFire Studio 
to prep the menu for 
“Dazzle and Dine.” Jason 
created an easy yet elegant 
menu that will wow your 
guests and leave you with 
more time to entertain 
than scouring pots and 
pans. Jason’s journey in 
the culinary world began 
over 20 years ago. He 
has experience in almost 
all aspects of cooking, 
including his most recent 
venture as owner and 
operator of Fork in the 
Road Food Truck. Jason’s 
company JConway 
Catering is a year-round 
venture but still leaves 
him a little time to pursue 
his other passion, music. 
A guy who can cook and 
play the guitar….hmm...

LORI BYRNE 

Christmas on the east 
coast is the best kind of 
Christmas there is,
especially if you get to 
celebrate in a lighthouse! I 
enjoy chatting
with homeowners and 
hearing the tales of their 
own unique home almost
as much as I enjoy creating 
one-of-a-kind gifts in my 
studio! Merry
Christmas from my family 
to yours!

JENNIFER HATT

Jennifer Hatt is an author, 
publisher, communications 
consultant and music 
mom in New Glasgow, 
NS. She is eternally 
grateful for assignments 
exploring Nova Scotia’s 
unique blend of history 
and invention, like her 
feature on Olympian 
Tracy Stuart and their new 
Caldera distillery in River 
John. This Christmas she 
will rest and relax in the 
charmed Yuletide chaos 
of three children, three 
cats and a bevy of musical 
instruments, including 
a trumpet vs. bagpipes 
duel that proves kind and 
patient neighbours are a 
gift in themselves. She is 
fond of eggnog, earplugs, 
and more eggnog ...
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She grew up in southern Ontario 

but she was never far from her 

Nova Scotia roots. Her Dad was 

originally from the Stewiacke area. 

After sojourns in Toronto and Los 

Angeles, she and her husband Dave 

set their intentions on the east coast. 

They found themselves in Colchester 

County six years ago where she has 

learned she is a direct descendent 

of the Wright Planter Settlers who 

were an influx of pre-loyalist pioneers 

who came to Nova Scotia prior to the 

American Revolution.

With such genealogy it is no wonder 

that Darlene’s work has such a natural 

reference to wildlife and the outdoors. 

She responds to the subtle details of her 

subjects whether it is the feathers of 

a chickadee or mossy forest path. Her 

mediums change like the Nova Scotia 

weather. She works in watercolour, 

acrylic, pastel, graphite, pen and ink. A 

rarity she says for an artist to dabble in 

so many mediums. “I am not a master 

of anything but I am developing a style 

that is recognizable. Some people who 

know me see my art in a show they can 

usually pick me out.”

Despite being known and 

appreciated for the precision in her 

painting Darlene says that she would 

like to be able to loosen up her work. 

“Art is supposed to be messy. It’s taken 

a while but I am beginning to break 

out of my shell.”

If her art is recognizable so is Darlene 

herself. Standing a strong 5’ 10 with 

tight bronze spiral curls. She describes 

herself as “Amazonian.” She seems 

resolute in all of her endeavours and 

passions. But for many years she had 

to put her creative pursuits on hold 

and drew on her strength to take care 

of her mother who had been grasped 

by the unrelenting sufferings of 

Alzheimers Disease. 

It has been a journey back to her 

personal art while caregiving and 

building a career in pre-media as a 

graphic artist. Her years in Los Angeles, 

although she loved the abundance of 

sunshine were especially pressured. 

There eventually came a day when she 

and her husband knew that it was time 

to make a change.

“It has been a process for me to put 

aside the trappings of a busier life and 

change my focus to include me. The 

biggest challenge has been re-learning 

how to play. Remembering that it’s 

okay to be that 40-something kid that 

stands in the rain with her eyes closed 

and just listens to everything. To 

pick up her paint brush or pencil just 

because I want to.”   

To view more of Darlene’s work visit 

her website www.creativewatters.com

OFF the

WALL
Darlene Watters transcends 

back to a childhood of bucolic 

memories of walking streambeds, 

following deer trails and camping 

in the woods with her father. It 

was a time in her life where she 

learned a lot about herself, about 

her family and about the natural 

world around her. She happily 

traipsed along beside him, often 

stopping to draw a picture of what 

they encountered in the woods. 

It was time that was interrupted 

too soon when her Dad was 

diagnosed with cancer. She was 

15 and he was 56 when he passed 

but she remembers his last 

words to her, “take care of your 

mother…and be an artist.”

BY CRYSTAL MURRAY
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INSIDE STORY

When I’m out on the road, 

visiting clients, I get asked a 

lot about backsplashes. People 

wonder if they should tile their backsplash 

and my answer is always yes! 

So why do I think people should tile 

their backsplash? My first reason is pretty 

simple… they look good. A wall of 

gyprock between the countertop and the 

upper cabinets just doesn’t have a lot of 

pizazz. We all spend a lot of time in our 

kitchens so I just think that you and your 

kitchen deserve a little bit more. This is 

your chance to add another layer and more 

dimension to a room you spend a lot of 

time in. A tiled backsplash is like adding 

the perfect accessory to your outfit. It 

takes it from ordinary to fabulous.

The other reason to tile the backsplash is 

for the clean factor in the hardest working 

room of the house. It gets messy in the 

kitchen. Things get splashed, spilled and 

splattered in the kitchen. And you want to 

be able to easily wipe down the surfaces. 

A tiled backsplash is much more forgiving 

to all those spills. Why do you think it is 

called a backsplash!

If you have a range hood and cupboards 

that go to the ceiling, it’s a great look to 

tile all the way to the ceiling. It gives a 

cleaner look without the additional lines 

of the transition of tile to drywall. Besides, 

the stove is one spot in the kitchen 

where you tend to get more splashes and 

splatters. This is also works well around 

the sink space, too.

When it comes to picking the tile, my 

rule of thumb is the busier the countertop, 

the plainer the tile and vice versa if you 

have a plain countertop. The smaller sized 

tiles work well for a backsplash – anything 

from a 4” x 4”, 3” x 6” right down to the 

little penny tiles and mosaics. There are 

so many fabulous tiles on the market, the 

possibilities are endless. 

And you can’t go wrong with the simple 

subway tile, it has stood the test of time 

and remains classic to this day. They have 

made some variations to pick from – 

beveled, glass, textured and all in a great 

selection of colours, too. It doesn’t have 

to be boring – there are so many different 

Make Your Backsplash FRONT & CENTRE
BY LORI BYRNE

239 Main St., Antigonish
(902) 863-1283
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ways to lay the tile to provide interest 

and add some personality to it. And then 

there’s the grout, you can add a little zip 

there, too, if you want something a little 

extraordinary. 

While on the topic of grout – is there a 

hard and fast rule about what colour to 

use? The answer is no. Basically, you need 

to decide if you want the grout to stand 

out or bend in. The current trend is to 

use a grout that stands out and creates an 

accent. That accent colour can be pulled 

in from the countertop, the cabinetry, the 

wall colour or the tile itself if there is more 

than one colour in it. If you are using a 

natural tile, like a tumbled marble that has 

natural valley, pits and dips, you’ll want 

to use a grout that will blend in the with 

the fell of the tile so that when the tile is 

grouted, those holes don’t stand out.

If you find yourself stuck with what 

to do with your back splash – consult 

the experts. They have seen many back 

splashes; the good, the bad and the ugly. 

They can help with your selection, give 

you sound advice and steer you in the 

right direction.

A well-chosen back splash can really add 

to your kitchen design. It can take it from 

ordinary to something extra special.   

FRONT & CENTRE
We all spend a lot of time  

in our kitchens so I just think 

that you and your kitchen 

deserve a little bit more.

Full Service Investment Office:
-Stocks, Bonds, ETF's - Mutual Funds
-Registered Products - TFSA's - RESP’s

-Insurance Products

Stocks, bonds and mutual funds are offered through Manulife Securities Incorporated. Insurance products and services are offered by 
David Whittemore, an independent Insurance Representative. Banking products and services are offered through referral. Manulife 
Securities Incorporated is a Member of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund. Manulife Securities and the block design are registered 
service marks and trademarks of The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company and are used by it and its affiliates including Manulife 
Securities Incorporated.

David C. Whittemore, BA, CIM, Investment Advisor
Let’s Talk: 902-752-5750 

156 MacLean Street, New Glasgow, NS, B2H 5V5
www.davidwhittemore.ca

   Manulife Securities Incorporated
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Shimmer Your Way  
Through The Holidays!
Shine this season with some sparkling holiday 

layers! The days are short but the fun lasts all 

season long when you add some extra bling 

to your life with these holiday accessories to 

your wardrobe and home. 

THRESHOLDS
BY LORI BYRNE PHOTOS BY STEVE SMITH VISIONFIRE STUDIOS

ALL THAT GLITTERS
Imagine a cluster of glittering silver stars 

twisting gently in the air, sending sparkles 

of light throughout your room. McKean’s 

Flowers on George Street in New Glasgow, 

has a variety of sparkly holiday décor items 

to ring in the festive season. 

MAKE YOUR 

MESSAGE SHINE
These little holiday messages will 

make your holiday host smile. 

Pick up a few to have on hand 

for that last-minute hostess gift or 

tuck it into a basket of goodies. 

You can find your favourite 

message at McKean’s Flowers on 

George Street, New Glasgow.

LET IT GLOW!
Set the mood with this set of white glass 

tea light holders. They are a statement on 

their own or mix them it with other table 

top décor. Drop by Zelda’s Flower Shop on 

Provost Street in 

New Glasgow for 

lots of Christmas 

decorating ideas.
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THE PERFECT 

CHRISTMAS 

CLUTCH
to go with that LBD. Grab 

one at Elegant Steps in Truro.

A DANGLE OF DAZZLE
Casablanca Chandelier earrings peek out 

from under an angora cap from Ahead of 

Hair in Pictou. Play with the adjustable 

length Stella and Dot earrings to get  

the perfect look for your winter  

wardrobe update. 
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“in store” 

For the Readers
Subscription to Ah! At Home 
athomeonthenorthshore.ca/subscribe

Books by Local Authors: 
Sheree Fitch, Monica Graham,  
John Ashton, Jennifer Hatt

BY SARAH BUTLAND

GIFT GUIDE

For the Music Lover
Karen Corbin 
www.facebook.com/karencorbinmusic

Lacey Morrell, Heartland 
laceymorrell.com

An annual membership and  
tickets for a deCoste Centre show 
decostecentre.ca

Leah & Kyle Music  
www.facebook.com/leahandkyle

For Pet Lovers 
Pawsitively Yummy Dog Treats  
www.facebook.com/ 
PawsitivelyYummyDogTreats

Bender’s Bites  
bendersbites@wixsite.com

Recooperate Fashion 
www.facebook.com/ReCOOPERate/
posts/543233402541834

B
E
N

D
E
R
’S

 B
IT

E
S

Bring your on-line 
shopping to a  
local level. 

F
orget about delayed shipping 

dates and paying expensive duty. 

Make your special delivery a 

coffee date with your Facebook Friend 

and find another way to buy local and 

stay connected with all of those talented 

people in your network. This is a list of 

local artists and businesses that I LIKE 

that will be my go-to for my Christmas 

Shopping this year. 

for you this Christmas? 

What does Facebook have 
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For the Person  
With Everything 
Gift Certificate for Pictou County Pizza 
www.pictoucountypizza.com

Gift Certificates for the  
New Glasgow Farmer’s Market  
www.ngfarmmarket.com

Adopt-a-Book Literacy Program Donation

A happy holiday painting by artist  
Lindsay Hurley you can find her on 
Facebook @artist Lindsay Hurley

For Sports Lovers
Gift Certificate for Pictou County Yoga  
www.pictoucountyyoga.com

Crushers Season Pass  
weekscrushershockey.com

YMCA Membership  
www.pcymca.ca

Curling Club Membership  
www.bluenosecurling.ca

LINDSAY HURLEY

Denmark, NS  |  1-902-657-3406
2578 Westville Rd. New Glasgow, NS  |  1-902-755-3260

www.theporkshop.ca

World Class Reputation For Quality.

For Kids
Handcrafted by Melissa  
www.facebook.com/Handcrafted-by-Melissa

A custom growth chart or piece by 
Our Hideaway Homestead

Crawling pants for someone just  
getting on the move  
www.neezies.com

Jennifer Parnell Creations
Facebook.com/jenniferparnellcreations

JE
N

N
IF

E
R
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A
R
N

E
LL

 C
R
E
A

T
IO

N
S

N
E
E
Z
IE

S

Family Gifts
Hire Jon Visser for family photos  
www.jonraven.com

Beanstalk Aerial for an aerial shot of a 
favourite place in Pictou County  
www.beanstalkaerial.com

Little Harbour Furnishings  
www.facebook.com/littleharbourfurnishings

The Eating Game  
www.theeatinggame.ca

Tradigital Art by John Ashton  
www.facebook.com/ashtoncreativedesign

Original Art by Sheila  
www.originalsbysheila.webs.com

Le Soap  
www.facebook.com/lesoapbysarahleblan

Millstream Cottage Crafts  
www.facebook.com/MillstreamCottage

A
SH

T
O

N
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R
E
A

T
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E
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G
N

B
E
N

D
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S
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Amidst the commercials for jewellery, electronics and 

other pricey trinkets, the gift of giving something as 

simple as a book can get lost. People may not be able to 

wear it, and it may not sparkle on your finger but, as the Pictou-

Antigonish Regional Library (PARL) looks to fill their shelves and 

add to their book collections, their hope is that the community 

can help them through their ‘Adopt-a-Book’ Campaign – one book 

at a time.

The campaign’s purpose is to add to the library’s book 

collection, but also serves as a good reasonably-priced gift option 

for those who love books and are hard to shop for during the 

holiday season. 

“As the cost of books and other collection materials goes up, our 

budget stays relatively the same,” says Greg Hayward, Technical 

Services Librarian. “For those who are as passionate about books 

as we are, the Adopt-a-Book campaign is way for them to help us 

keep our collection current and leave their legacy in the form of a 

favourite book or a book dedicated to someone else,” he adds.

To adopt a book through PARL, just drop by any of their 

local library branches or online at www.parl.ns.ca to view the 

Christmas Wish List of Books, pick a title or suggest a title and 

make your donation, then the library will purchase your chosen 

book. Carefully selected by PARL’s Collection Development 

Department and library staff, the ‘Wish List’ of new library books 

includes books from a variety of genres and formats, suitable for 

all ages and price ranges, starting at $5 for early readers. The book 

donations can also be branch specific, so people can choose the 

library location that they would like the book to be placed in and 

also be the very first person to read the book. 

To make sure donations are recognized, a special bookplate 

with the inscription of the donor’s name or choice of name is 

placed in the inside front cover of each book. Since the library is 

a registered charitable organization, you also receive a tax receipt 

for your donation.   

For more information about the program, visit www.parl.

ns.ca, stop into your local library or call Pictou-Antigonish 

Regional Library Headquarters at (902) 755-6031 or toll-free  

1 (866) 779 -7761.

Giving the gift of 

READING 
this Holiday

season

INSIDE STORY

BY SARAH BUTLAND
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Vis ionFire .ca |  Studio@Vis ionFire .ca

P I C T O U  |  H A L I F A X  |  M O N C T O N  |  T: 902-485-7313 |  C: 902-396-6529

A division of Advocate Printing & Publishing

CORPORATE PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEOGRAPHY SERVICES:  

View our Demo Reels:  http://bit.ly/VisionFireDemos

• product photography
• lifestyle photography
• food styled photography
• aerial photo/video

• motion graphics
• music videos
• training videos
• corporate events

• multimedia projects
• live concerts
• conference videos 
• in store product  videos



AT HOME

BY JENNIFER HATT

At 33, Tracy Stuart  

(nee Cameron) had 

become an Olympic 

medalist and achieved 

her childhood dream. 

What was left?

W ith a wellspring of enthusiasm, 

curiosity and optimism, 

there was much for Tracy 

to explore beyond competitive sports. 

She embarked on a new life rich with 

adventure and excitement of the senses, 

seemingly diverse activities that have 

culminated in her two greatest challenges 

yet: agricultural entrepreneurship and 

motherhood. A vintage farm in River John 

is the home base of both adventures: 

new vision and life breathed into the 

property by Tracy and her husband Jarret 

Stuart have added a sleek new home for 

them and their two little girls and a shiny 

modern distillery for Caldera brand whisky 

and rum. It’s a world away from the 

fierce and rigid life of Olympic women’s 

rowing, but nearly full circle for the Nova 

Scotia native who conquered the world 

and came back again to begin the life 

cycle anew with her own young family. 

And unlike the tidy lanes of her rowing 

past, Tracy’s life has been anything but a 

straight line.

Her secret to success? Every bend in the 

road is an opportunity.

Tracy
At Home with
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Stuart

It’s a world away from 

the fierce and rigid life 

of Olympic women’s 

rowing, but nearly full 

circle for the Nova Scotia 

native who conquered 

the world and came 

back again to begin the 

life cycle anew with her 

own young family.

Tracy with daughters Olivia 
and Brooklyn under a flurry of 
snowflakes in the girls’ room: 
comfy cozy for two, with 
room to play on indoor days. 
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ADVOCATE PRINTING

FULL PAGE AD 1

Tracy’s story began in Shubenacadie, 

NS, where she and her older brother 

Troy grew up playing Olympics in their 

backyard. “The doorstep was our podium. 

Whoever won got to stand there and the 

loser had to raise the arm of the winner 

and declare them the Champion of the 

World.” Her big brother, two years and 

a few muscles ahead of her, usually won 

and each time she raised his arm, Tracy 

vowed: one day, he will raise my hand in 

victory for everyone to see. In high school 

she excelled in every sport available. She 

attended Acadia University on a basketball 

scholarship, studying kinesiology and 

convinced her Olympic path was via 

the basketball court. But not so. “In high 

school I was a big fish in a little pond but in 

university, I was a little fish in a big pond,” 

she admits. “I became a benchwarmer.” 

She was, however, still a top student, 

so switched her Olympic focus from 

athletics to academics. “If I couldn’t go as 

an athlete, I could go as a member of the 

sports medicine team.” She was accepted 

to the masters of science (sport medicine) 

program at the University of Calgary, loved 

the program, was no longer a little fish in 

a big pond … and that was the problem. 

“I was like a fish out of water,” she sighed. 

One night, missing the ocean, she went to 

the Calgary reservoir and was mesmerized 

by the smooth, peaceful intensity of the 

rowers. She signed up for a week-long 

learn-to-row program. Seven days later she 

was hooked on the sport and her dream 

Snuggling on the family room couch; quiet moments for these busy preschoolers is a gift for mom as well.
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AT HOME

was reborn. “I told the coach, ‘I’m going 

to the Olympics in this sport,’ and he 

muttered that maybe I should make the 

club team first.” 

Every day for the next two years she 

rowed at 5 a.m. and 5 p.m., attending 

classes in between. In 2003 she began 

competing and winning in national 

competitions. She was invited to try 

out for the national team. Thrilled and 

terrified, she asked her coach for any last-

minute advice and in his gruff Croatian 

accent he replied, “Get in front, stay in 

front, and don’t shit pants.”

She was shocked, not at the language but 

at the simplicity of it all. Yet the mantra 

has stuck with her, fitting any situation 

in which she was challenged. Her first 

tryout landed her 22 seconds behind the 

leader, an eternity away from a national 

seat. She came home determined to close 

the gap, setting goals for eating, sleeping, 

finances, even relationships, with every 

moment spent in mindfulness of her goal. 

“‘Will this get me closer to the Olympics?’ 

I would ask myself. If the answer was no, 

I didn’t do it.” The next year, 2004, as 

Canada was grooming its team for Athens, 

she made the first cut. Several rounds later, 

she was three races away from a seat. 

She won the first two races, but lost the 

third by a margin wide enough to cost her 

the seat. She was devastated. “I had such 

a belief that I would do this, had given 

everything I had, even my job, to do this.” 

She returned to Calgary and became a 

rehab specialist. Working daily with brain-

injured patients reclaiming their skills 

and lives put things in perspective. “You 

make a new path,” she says. She re-entered 

training, and to increase her chances 

dropped from heavyweight to lightweight. 

It meant losing 20 pounds from her already 

lean frame. A strict regimen of nutrition, 

training, and monitoring was required to 

protect her health, and counting every bite 

became second nature as she dropped the 

weight and ascended the podium time after 

time, posting Canada’s fastest lightweight 

time on record and helping lead her team 

to a World Championship cup. When she 

returned to Calgary, she had a crowd of 

well-wishers and media witness her brother 

Troy raising her arm and declaring her the 

Champion of the World. 

It was miles and years from their 

backyard in Shubenacadie, yet half her 

dream was still miles away. Canada was 

sending only two lightweight rowers to 

“I told the coach, 

‘I’m going to the 

Olympics in this 

sport,’ and he 

muttered that 

maybe I should 

make the club 

team first.” 

Craft time in the family room, inspired by Christmas, imaginations and the panoramic view of their farm.
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AT HOME

Beijing. For seven years she had been part of a team, and would now have to beat all 

but one of them for a seat. This close, there was no stopping her. She earned a seat 

and her boat went on to win bronze at the 2008 Olympics. 

She had her Olympic medal. Her brother had raised her hand. What was left now?

“I needed breathing room, mentally and physically,” she said. She spent two months 

sailing the Sea of Cortez as part of a small boat crew, then moved to New York City 

to study at the National Gourmet Institute, specializing in healthy meals from fresh 

local ingredients. As a graduation gift to self, she asked a friend to consider a biking 

trip in Europe. Her friend came back with registration for the Tour Trans Alps, a 

competitive race through Germany, Austria and Italy. “I knew nothing about bike 

racing,” she laughed, but saw the race as a way to ease back into training and use 

her celebrity athlete status for a good cause. Her pitch for sponsors earned $12,000 

for a fund to support Canadian elite athletes in training. After her ‘vacation’, she was 

back in Canada eyeing a seat on the London Olympics team. “The skills were still 

there. The routine felt good.” But the many factors needed to align for Olympic glory 

began to unravel. She broke two ribs while racing, and although she summoned the 

physical and mental strength to win back her seat, the chronic pain, exhaustion, and 

tension with her rowing partner continued to drain her spirit. Her goal to make the 

team had been accomplished, and 52 days before her team was to leave for London, 

she retired. “I didn’t expect my career to end this way, but happiness was most 

important.” And she was ready to come home. 

Her focus now was much larger than an Olympic podium: it was a life of love, 

family, and adventure, with Jarret as her partner. “We were sitting on my parents’ 

Her focus now was 

much larger than an 

Olympic podium: 

it was a life of love, 

family, and adventure, 

with Jarret as her 

partner. “We were 

sitting on my parents’ 

deck, sipping Scotch, 

and said for fun, ‘we 

could make this.’”
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deck, sipping Scotch, and said for fun, ‘we could make this.’ Then we did some 

research and realized we really could do this. Craft distilleries were a global 

growth industry that lent itself well to rural Nova Scotia. Farmland in River 

John has with their vision and ambition been given new life as home to Caldera 

Distillery, which in its first year of production won an international medal with its 

Hurricane 5 whisky that is now distributed in Nova Scotia, Alberta and recently in 

New York City, with London on the horizon. They built a unique efficient home 

on the hilltop with expansive views of their fields to cook by, dine by, and curl 

up by the compact fireplace on brisk winter nights. An elderly yet sturdy barn 

was converted into a visitor centre and a new building was added for the distillery 

equipment. Jarret has become a master distiller and Tracy’s passion as a farm-to-

table chef has led the way to organic production methods; they grow their own 

grain and distill, age and bottle their spirits on site. Amid it all, daughters Olivia, 

three, and Brooklyn, two, have become backyard adventurers as they play, garden 

and explore for hours outside. They are world travelers, too, as they accompany 

their parents in search of equipment and markets. For it is motherhood that has 

given Tracy her greatest joy and challenge yet. “I studied all kinds of books, but 

soon gave that up and now just go for it.” Being a rural at-home mom can be 

lonely, especially after her years in community with her teammates, but she loves 

the time to play with her girls. When she needs a break, she breathes into a yoga 

move or two before jumping back into the fray. “My toughest lesson is learning 

that as a parent there is so much I can’t control,” she admits, “but it’s an awesome 

feeling to be able to share everything I’ve learned with these two little girls.”    

Farmland in River 

John has with their 

vision and ambition 

been given new life 

as home to Caldera 

Distillery, which 

in its first year of 

production won an 

international medal 

with its Hurricane 5 

whisky...

Enjoying the fresh air and 
seasonal strolls around 
their hilltop home. Family 
time includes outdoor 
time as often as weather 
and schedules permit.

For Every Woman On Your List 
A Gift From Leslie’s Finery

Gift Certificates  
& Gift Wrapping Available

145 Archimedes St., New Glasgow

(902) 752-6700
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It’s Getting Hot in Here!  
Winter Blast heats up the house for  
year-round entertainment at the deCoste

‘Tis the season of laughter, music, friends 
and family. The deCoste Performing Arts 
Centre will be serving up all the above with 
its upcoming Winter Blast Festival! The 
deCoste has been growing and evolving 
over the past several years, with many new 
shows and events. The introduction of a new 
winter festival series in January and February 
continues the momentum and will warm you 
through the chill of winter.

Creative Director Troy Greencorn says “It is 
the next logical step and one we’ve wanted to 
take for a few years now. We believe that our 
patrons want to have entertainment options 
year-round, especially in these months of deep 
winter, and the activity downtown will be great 
for the business community.”

The line-up sure is promising, offering 
something for all tastes; it’s kick-off event on 
January 19, will have you dancing and singing 
along to the BeeGees, Paul McCartney, and the 
late but great David Bowie in their Night Fever 
Tribute Show! 

To continue the harmonies, fans of gospel 
music will be happy to know that North 
Preston’s gospel all-stars, the Sanctified 
Brothers will be returning on January 22nd 
for a 1 PM Sunday Matinee. “The group was 
one of the biggest surprises of the past year. I 
don’t know that I’ve ever seen our audience so 
excited. We’re talking soul trains and arms in 
the air, song after song.” reminisces Greencorn. 

Pictou County Pop Classics rings in February 
with over 40 local artists on the deCoste stage. 
After selling out in previous shows you don’t 
want to miss out on getting your ticket early! 
The music doesn’t stop there! On February 17th 

Evans and Doherty, long-time friends of the 
deCoste and the Pictou community will return 
for a performance. Kevin Evans and Brian 
Doherty came to Nova Scotia from Ireland over 
30 years ago and have been spreading musical 
merrymaking ever since.

If you’ve never taken part in a kitchen party 
February 19th will be your chance. The deCoste 
is working once again with the Society for the 
Ships of 1801 from Antigonish to present a 
“Keppoch Kitchen Party”, taking you back to a 
spirited and talent-filled farmhouse circa 1940. 
Showcasing many talented artists from the 
region, through stories and songs, this kitchen 
party will make for a fun Sunday afternoon at 
the deCoste.

Always a favourite, Matt Minglewood will 
grace the stage launching his newest album 
“Fly Like Desperados” as well as celebrating 
his 70th birthday on February 24th. The Matt 
Minglewood Band are a musical hybrid, a 
four-member band with one foot steeped in the 
musical roots of blues and country and the other 
knee-deep in East Coast rock. Come enjoy songs 
from the new record and Matt’s time-honoured 
classics, and then sing a collective Happy 
Birthday right back. 

Be sure to enjoy this winter and come out to 
the deCoste Performing Arts Centre to celebrate 
the season! Keep an eye on the deCoste website 
for updates – www.decostecentre.ca

Phone: 902-485-8848   |   Toll Free: 1-800-353-5338   |   www.decostecentre.ca
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CHRISTMAS AT CALDERA

Caldera for  Christmas
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Caldera for  Christmas

W
hen Tracy and Jarret Stuart explored locations for their new life adventure, a hilltop farm in River John spoke to 
them in more ways than one. Seeking to enter the growing market for uniquely-crafted distilled spirits, the farm 
offered them ample space for organic crops, a new distillery and production facility, plus a panoramic site 

perfect for their new family home. Local history inspired their new company’s name: the Caldera was one of  the 
largest ships ever built in River John, back when the village was known worldwide for their shipbuilding and 
agriculture. Caldera Distillery was born, and after aging in a unique mix of  oak barrels from Kentucky,  
its first batch of  liquid gold was hand-bottled last year. 

What to name their new creation?
The farm told them.

Exploring the vintage barn on site they discovered a vertical support beam with the word 
‘storm’ and a date inscribed in pencil. “We did some research and discovered it was a 
hurricane, but back before there was the naming system. So the storm was simply called 
the fifth hurricane of  the season,” Tracy said. “Jarret and I looked at each other and 
said, that’s it.” Hurricane 5 was named and sent into the world this past year, where its 
rich blend soon had tastebuds tingling. Hurricane 5 in March won two bronze medals 
at the San Francisco World Spirits Competition and a silver medal this past summer 
in the United Kingdom. Now available in Nova Scotia, Alberta and New York City, 
with London on the horizon, Caldera’s new whisky is fuelling passions as well as 
filling glasses.

The ability to eventually grow, ferment and distill 100% estate grains is a dream come 
true for Tracy and Jarret. During her quest for the Olympic podium – she earned a 
bronze medal for Canada in women’s double rowing in Beijing – Tracy became savvy 
and fascinated by nutritional food production, and during a training break became a 
certified chef  from the New York Natural Gourmet Institute. Distilling and marketing 
is the realm of  Jarret, Alberta-born with a long family history in distilling, and a leading 
expert in solar energy before leaving his job in Toronto to return ‘home’ with Tracy and 
embark on their new adventure. He has since earned the designation of  master distiller and is 
proud of  how Hurricane 5 has drawn from traditional grains and farming practices to connect 
with whisky lovers locally and beyond. Their belated Christmas present this year will be two new 
stills from Scotland, due to arrive and be installed in early 2017 – there was a three-year plus wait 
list when they placed their order in 2013. Another new arrival is also expected next year: Cambrai, 
Caldera’s own line of  rum. “We’re using unrefined sugar cane from Colombia rather than molasses,” 
Tracy says. “The health benefits are amazing and the taste is phenomenal.”

The rich smooth flavours of  Caldera whisky – described as light amber, with aromas of  caramel, honey, and the 
spices found in Christmas cookies – can be enjoyed on their own or dressed up a little for the holiday season. Here are 
some ways to enjoy your Hurricane 5 to the fullest.   

BY JENNIFER HATT

PHOTOS BY STEVE SMITH, VISIONFIRE STUDIOS
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Hot Toddy
Ingredients:
Boiling water

4 cloves

1 lemon twist

2 tsp of Demerara sugar  

   or brown sugar 

¼ oz. lemon juice

2 oz. Caldera Hurricane 5 whisky 

How to make:
Fill a mug with boiling water and let stand 

for a minute or two to warm.

Meanwhile, stick the cloves into the lemon 

twist and set aside.

Empty the mug and fill about halfway with 

fresh boiling water.

Add the sugar and stir to dissolve.

Add the prepared lemon twist and stir. 

Add the lemon juice and whisky, and stir 

again. Serve and sip. 
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Winter Peppermint
Ingredients:
½ oz. Caldera Hurricane 5 whisky

4 oz. hot chocolate or coffee, 

         your preference

Fresh whipped cream

Crushed candy canes

1 fresh mint leaf

How to make:
Pour the whisky and hot chocolate 

or coffee into a coffee mug and 

stir. Top with a dollop of whipped 

cream and crushed candy cane. 

Garnish with mint leaf. 

Old-Fashioned
Ingredients:
2 oz. Caldera Hurricane 5 whisky

½ tsp white sugar

three dashes Angostura bitters

¼ oz. cold water

How to make:
Add all ingredients to mixing glass. 

Muddle to break down the sugar and 

stir briefly. Add ice and stir again, 

then strain into rocks glass filled 

with fresh ice. Twist slices of lemon 

and orange peel over the drink and 

drop them in. Enjoy! 

SHOPS AND SERVICES

NEW YEAR, NEW LOOK, NEW STORES!

133 Church Street, Antigonish, Nova Scotia

902-863-1596

Follow us on Facebook 
to see whats new 

at The Market Square

LEASING 
OPPORTUNITIES 

AVAILABLE

antigonishmarketsquare.com
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Dazzle
&Dine

ON THE TABLE

A menu bursting with flavour and style 
to dress up your holiday table

PHOTOS BY STEVE SMITH,  
VISIONFIRE STUDIOS

FOOD STYLING BY  
JASON CONWAY 
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&Dine

WILD MUSHROOM PHYLOS 
WITH A BUTTERNUT SQUASH MAPLE PUREE

In a hot pan sauté the onion, mushrooms and peppers. I say a hot pan because you want to sear 
and caramelize the veg not boil them in their juices. Add the cream and let it reduce until the 
cream thickens. Finish with parmesan, cilantro and salt and pepper to taste.
Lay out one sheet of phylo, brush with melted butter, to help it stick together. Lay a second 
sheet on top, brush with butter then a third. Cut the sheet into 4 even strips. Place a spoon full 
of filling at the bottom of the strip, then fold into a triangle following the length of the strip. Bake 
at 400° F for 10 minutes. Watch closely.
For the puree I steam the squash until it’s tender, add butter, maple and salt and pepper to taste. 
Then mash or us a handle mixer until it’s smooth. 
To assemble I make a smear (yes it’s called a smear) of squash on the plate, two phylo per 
person and top with a salad of arugula dressed with some olive oil and balsamic vinegar. 

PUREE
3 cups of butternut squash
2 Tbsp of butter
3 Tbsp maple syrup

FILLING
4 cups of mushrooms  
   (a variety)
1 cup of onion
1 cup of red pepper

1/4 cup of cilantro
1/2 cup of cream
1/3 cup of parmesan cheese
1 box of phylo pastry

PORK LOIN STUFFED WITH  
PANCETTA AND ROSEMARY

STUFFING
Render the bacon. Sauté the celery and onion in the bacon fat. 
Cube up the bread and mix with the mash potato then add the celery, onion and bacon. Add a 
little chicken stock to help bind the mix together. Just a little at a time. 
To prepare the pork there are a couple of ways to stuff it. You could make a deep slice length 
wise then stuff or you can do what I did and make a slice from the top about an inch deep 
cutting length wise following around the loin until you have a flat piece of pork, I then cover the 
loin with plastic wrap and pound it flatter with a meat tenderizer. Next, take the stuffing and 
cover the surface of the loin while packing it flat. Now roll it like a cinnamon roll with the crease 
at the bottom. The easiest way to tie the loin so it doesn’t fall apart is to wrap the twine and tie 
knots every 2 inches. Sear to keep in the juices, brush with Dijon mustard and salt and pepper 
then slow roast at 350° F unwrapped with a little water in the pan for about 1.5 hours. Serve 
with your favourite sides.

1 cup of celery
1 cup of onion
1 1/2 of pancetta or bacon
3 Tbsp of fresh rosemary 
3 cups of mashed potato 

1 loaf of French bread or    
         gluten free bread
Dijon mustard
Chicken stock
Butcher twine 

I picked a pork loin  
that can easily feed  
8 to 10 people

Whisk together the marscapone cheese, coffee and the 
sugar. You could also add some Baileys or a dark rum if you 
wish. It is Christmas after all.
Sauté the pears in the butter until they are tender, add 
brown sugar and let it melt together and add whipping 
cream and reduce until the sauce thickens. Then let cool.
You also have the option to us banana or apple instead of 
pears. To present I used a martini glass and did layers of 
pear and cheese. You could garnish with a wafer cookie or 
sliced almonds, it’s entirely up to you.

2.5 cups of marscapone cheese 
1/3 cup of coffee
1/4 cup of sugar
2 boca pears
1/4 cup butter
1/2 cup brown sugar
1/3 cup of whipping cream

CARAMELIZED PEARS WITH  
COFFEE-INFUSED MARSCAPONE CHEESE

Most people don’t mess around 

with their traditional family recipes 

on Christmas Day but if you are 

planning an evening around the 

table leading up to the big day 

or gathering a few friends for an 

intimate New Year’s dinner, Chef 

Jason Conway has a special menu 

just for you! 

MENU 

WILD MUSHROOM PHYLOS 

WITH A BUTTERNUT SQUASH 

MAPLE PUREE

PORK LOIN STUFFED WITH  

PANCETTA AND ROSEMARY

CARAMELIZED PEARS WITH  

COFFEE-INFUSED  

MARSCAPONE CHEESE

“Let the ingredients speak for 

themselves. I like to think of my 

cooking as earthy and honest. I 

don’t spend a lot of time trying 

to over complicate. I believe 

in good ingredients that speak 

for themselves. Almost all of 

my recipes are developed and 

respect what we have to bring 

to the table locally. At Christmas 

you don’t want to be faced with a 

lot of fuss but you want to make 

your guests feel special. I think this 

memorable menu is worth a few 

extra minutes in the kitchen. Some 

preparations can be done a day 

ahead but the Pork Roast is prime 

right out of the oven.”

 Enjoy and Happy Holidays!

                               Jason Conway
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ON THE TABLE

The key to harmonious pairings 
of food and beverage is matching 

the textures as well as the 
flavours of each.

– Craig Campbell
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Jason’s first dish is rich with the earthiness of  mushroom. Fortunately mushrooms 
are very easy to pair with wines as well as other beverages. The key to harmonious 
pairings of  food and beverage is matching the textures as well as the flavours of  each. 

Mushrooms = robust earthiness as well as the savoury taste the Japanese refer to as Umami. For 
the white wine lovers, I would suggest either an unoaked or lightly oaked chardonnay. Locally 
we have an amazing grape varietal that would be an excellent stand-in for chardonnay in this 
regard; L’Acadie. If  you prefer drinking a red, I would suggest a local Marechal Foch or an 
inexpensive Pinot Noir, both of  which have earthy qualities that match the mushrooms. For a 
beer drinker, you can’t go wrong with a Brown Ale beer. Either a traditional Brown Ale from 
Britain or a local brew, like Garrison’s Nut Brown Ale.

Jason’s roast pork loin also presents a myriad of  options to pair with. While pork loin is 
generally lean as far as pork fat goes, there are rich flavours here. A wine that is somewhat 
light on body with moderate to higher acidity works wonderfully. I suggest an off-dry Riesling 
for white wine. Red wine could be a Pinot Noir, as in the first dish, or a local such as the Jost 
Vineyards Coastal Red. To be fair, there are several local red wines that would work well with 
pork loin. For an apple cider enthusiast, a dry cider would work favourably here. Try Bulwark’s 
Hopped Cider with its refreshing crisp finish. Hops are in the beer/food universe, what acidity 
is to the wine/food universe – they refresh the palate. So if  you choose a beer, I suggest a 
slightly hopped or Red Ale beer. Uncle Leo’s IPA or Tatamagouche Brewing Co. Hippie Dippie 
Pale Ale are both a confident choice. So too, would be Tata’s Butcher Block Red or Leo’s Red.

For the dessert, I would suggest Domaine de Grand Pre’s Pomme d’Or Liqueur. Think of  it 
as like Bailey’s Irish Cream but with the predominant flavour of  apple. The sweetness as well as 
creamy texture will go hand in hand, or have a little fun with a twist on the classic cocktail, the 
Brandy Alexander. Make it a Maple Alexander. Two parts light cream with one and half  parts 
brandy and half  measure maple wine from Devonian Coast Wineries. Shake on ice and strain 
into small cocktail glass with a light dusting of  nutmeg.     

At Home  
asked 
sommelier 
Craig 
Campbell 
to make 
the perfect 
pairings  
for our  
celebration 
menu.
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MERRY&BRIGHT
BY LORI BYRNE

PHOTOS STEVE SMITH VISIONFIRE STUDIOS

T ake two friends, a unique setting and the holidays and you’ll 

get a truly East Coast Christmas. 

Valerie Ryan and Lisa MacDonald have been friends 

for years now, you’d think they were childhood friends but 

that isn’t quite the case. But after meeting on the Riverfront 

Jubilee board, their 

friendship solidified 

over decorating Val’s 

lighthouse for the 

holidays after Lisa 

found out Val wasn’t 

planning on decorating 

at all. With such a 

striking home, it only 

makes sense that the 

holiday decor had to be 

something special, too.

When the collaboration 

started, Lisa said they 

had to “create Christmas 

from scratch,” as Val’s 

dog had knocked 

their previous home’s 

tree down and ate 

everything. They wanted 

to keep the theme 

closely tied to the setting 

and the lighthouse so 

they walked the beach 

and started collecting. 

Keeping the elements 

very natural and nautical makes for a holiday décor that blends 

seamlessly with the home’s existing style.

The planning stages begin in early November, with both scouring 

local décor haunts for pieces that would compliment the current 

colour scheme. If Val finds something, she’s sure to get approval 

from Lisa before making the purchase. Local craft markets and 

shows are also a great source for unique, handmade items that will 

be put to use throughout the house. Both Val and Lisa feel strongly 

about supporting the local crafters, artists and shops. 

Dusk settles around the  
lighthouse but the warmth  
from inside beckons friends  
and family into the cozy home.
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MERRY&BRIGHT

Val and Clary take in 
the wintery ocean 
view from the top 
level of their north 
shore lighthouse.

Crisp white and navy continue the nautical theme in the living 
room where the gifts wait under the tree for Christmas morning. 
The ‘Wreck of the Melmerby’ ties the colour palette together.
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They don’t start the actual decorating until after Remembrance 

Day, and saving things like the fresh greenery until just before 

the annual Christmas party that kicks the season off. Val Ryan’s 

partner, Clary MacPherson, helps with decorating the outside,  

by hanging the lights on the trees surrounding the lighthouse  

and on the lighthouse itself. But other than that, he prefers to 

leave the inside work to the dynamic duo. 

Even though Lisa takes the reins 

for the decorating, she gives lots 

of credit to Val for how well 

she organizes and stores all the 

decorations from year to year. 

The key is storing like with like 

and organizing it all by floor.  

That makes getting started the 

next year much easier. 

Once the annual decking of the 

halls is complete and the annual 

fête has been celebrated, they 

put the decorations to good 

use, doing lots of entertaining 

with family and friends. Another 

traditional event is the Bake-off 

between Val, Lisa and Lisa’s 

brother, Laurie. They bake for 

two solid days, whipping up over 

36 different types of cookies, 

which they then use as gifts. Both Val and Lisa admit that Laurie 

can out-bake them both. 

The Lighthouse – The Concept
It certainly isn’t every day a new lighthouse goes up, it seems 

there are more coming down. But, back 11 years ago, that’s 

exactly what happened. Layer by layer, piece by piece, a replica 

of the Wood Islands lighthouse was built along the shore of 

Melmerby. The piece of land suited Val and Clary’s requirement 

to ‘be in the country but see the beach’. Most shore properties 

were too costly and exposed with your neighbours right on 

your doorstep, so they feel quite fortunate to have found this 

piece of paradise.

When Val and Clary decided on this particular lot in 

Melmerby, Clary climbed an ash tree and flagged off 

measurements so they would know how high they needed to 

build to see the ocean view. Val built this house, completely 

trusting that when the construction got high enough, she 

really would see the water that Clary saw from the ash tree. 

That tall, proud ash needed to come down to allow for the 

• Ask about our Compassionate Discount for local hospital and  
visitation at local funeral homes

• Efficiency units perfect for long-term stays
• No stairs - all rooms are drive-up and wheelchair accessible
• Free movies, cable TV and high speed WI FI

(902) 863-0830
www.antigonishevergreeninn.ca
info@antigonishevergreeninn.ca

401 HWY,  245 Hawthorne Street, Antigonish, Nova Scotia

trivago
Top 25
Hotels in
Canada

Clean, Quiet Accommodations at the Gem of the Highlands

Antigonish
Evergreen Inn
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Far left: The traditional colouring on the exterior of the lighthouse lends 
itself well to a white Christmas on the coast. The different levels of the 
lighthouse become very clear from this welcoming viewpoint.

Left: Snow blankets the porch swing tucked under the upper deck but 
come summer time, this is prime seating.

Above: Working at the historic butcher block, Val preps for guests as 
lights twinkle all around the intimate kitchen.

Right: Fresh cedar boughs, dressed with burlap bows and starfish grace 
the newly installed railing system made by local artisan Todd Vassallo

LET US CATER YOUR NEXT EVENT!
Antigonish’s premier Mediterranean Restaurant and Catering Company, 

catering to groups from 10 to 100s Gluten free and vegetarian options.
Mediterranean Pizzeria, 

Eatery & Catering 

Visit us on Facebook 
for winter specials.
It’s worth the drive.

902-867-4992
www.littlechristos.com
332 Main Street  |  Antigonish
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construction but now frames a map of 

the shoreline on one of the levels of the 

lighthouse tower. 

But why a lighthouse? They both knew 

it needed to be high if they were going 

to take in the water view. So, Clary 

suggested a lighthouse and Val took it 

from there, contacting the Coast Guard, 

who sent her the drawings for the iconic 

Wood Islands Lighthouse. 

By building up, with the main living 

space on the ground level, it gave them 

the privacy they wanted and the privacy 

that the beautiful wooded lot allowed. 

But, with the upper levels soaring above 

the tree line, they also get the incredible 

view of the north shore, from Pictou 

Island, Big Island, Roy’s Island and Prince 

Edward Island. 

Now, building a lighthouse is not for the 

faint of heart. The main floor decking of 

the house was built and then each section 

of the lighthouse tower was built on that 

and then lifted by crane into place. But 

the creative approach to the build didn’t 

end there. With the tower having sloped 

walls, it meant that everything was angled 

– the stairs, the drywall, the windows, the 

flooring – thankfully they had a talented 

team of builders and craftsmen working 

with them. 

The nods to the nautical throughout the 

lighthouse are subtle but present. The 

doors into the separate rooms are made to 

look like port holes, with coloured glass 

that has been etched to mimic beach glass 

that the pluck from the sand to add to the 

holiday decor. The lighting reflects the 

lanterns that would’ve been used in years 

gone by. Even the newly installed railings 

have that nautical, life-on-the-ocean feel 

about them. 

When laying out the floorplan of the main 

level, Val knew it had to be open, with a 

warm, inviting kitchen. She is, after all, an 

east coast girl. The kitchen opens to an 

intimate sitting area, the living room and the 

dining room, so when they are entertaining 

guests, whoever is working in the kitchen is 

never left out of the festivities, although the 

party usually ends up in the kitchen, it is the 

Maritimes after all.

The focal point of the kitchen is a large 

butcherblock island that once had a 

home in an original Sobeys store. The 

heavy and storied block hollowed by 

the years of service, centres the space 

and is meaningful reference and source 

of pride for Val who has worked for 

Sobey’s since she was a teenager. Today 

she is VP of Convenience and Fuel for 

the company, 

Harbouring tradition and celebrating 

the region that inspires their sense of 

place, they have carefully curated a 

collection of local art. ‘The Wreck of the 

The map above 
the sofa shows the 
coastline where the 
lighthouse sits but also 
Wood Islands, PEI, 
where its likeness waits 
to greet the ferry boat.

But why a lighthouse? They both knew 

it needed to be high if they were going 

to take in the water view. 
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Melmerby’ a commissioned piece by Luke 

Naylor anchors a wall in the living room. 

Throughout the levels of the home there 

is also work by Sandy Stewart, Susan 

Patterson, Brianne Williams, and Mike 

Vienneau. 

Clary admits that this house is a work 

in progress. They are always making 

changes to improve their life here along 

the coast. Whether it’s the addition of 

an outdoor shower, the lift system to 

make deck-top entertaining easier, the 

screened-in sunroom, or the generator, 

they are carving out a sanctuary in which 

to live their ideal life. In that last round of 

projects, the original sheers that covered 

the windows on the top level came down 

so the view was not impeded. The ceiling 

had wood added to create that extra layer 

of depth to the space, along the addition of 

the inlay in the floor.

Lighthouses were designed as beacons of 

warning and guidance giving sailors a path 

to a safe harbour. They are a welcoming 

signature and a part of the coastal 

landscape. In Kinsghead the lighthouse 

might not be guiding a weary sailor home 

from the sea but it has become known 

as one of the warmest, inviting places to 

share time with friends and family.

If you ever receive an invitation to Val 

and Clary’s, Val will give you the house 

number and describe the house as the 

‘white house with red trim’ and not 

mention it’s a lighthouse. She just sees it as 

home.  

Seaside Christmas decorations 
make each floor of the house 
feel festive and yet anchored 
to its roots. This festive sitting 
room off the kitchen is great 
for conversation but the busy 
cook can still feel included.

Shore birds and spruce boughs 
pair with starfish and pinecones 
for a truly east coast Christmas.
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HEALTHY AT HOME

The thought of  an afternoon 
of  cycling when the 
mercury has dropped and 

the slush starts to splash might not 
be everyone’s idea of  a good time 
but for Andrea Haughn and Lloyd 
McLean of  Lyons Brook, they are 
just as happy to hit the trials when 
the snow starts to fly as when the 
trees start to bud in the spring. The 
secret to their cycling happiness…  
a fat tire bike.
Like a lot of  things that move on 

the road these days, bicycles are 
having their turn at the hybrid mash 
up. The Fat Tire bike marries up the 
big wheels that you would see on a 
dirt bike with a nimble frame of  a 
road bike and voilà you have a bike 
that can manage just about anything 
at any time of  the year.
The fat tire bike has been a slow 

trend to catch on but they are 
becoming increasingly popular. I 
decided to take Andrea and Lloyd 
up on their offer to go for a test 
drive and see what everyone is 
getting so pumped up about!
On the quintessential fall day, with 

a cool breeze and a shower of  warm 
coloured leaves making their way to 
the ground around me we head for 
a ride along the Pictou Waterfront. 
It’s late fall but no sign of  snow to 
really see what this baby can do but 
I did get a good idea of  how a big 
tire bike feels in comparison to my 
own traditional wheels.
Before we hopped on the bikes 

McLean explained to me a bit about 
the bikes and some important things 
to keep in mind while on the ride, 
or for those who might be looking 
at the bikes.
A proper car mount was a big part 

of  what McLean told me about 
because its great to be able to take 
your bike to different places. So if  

you are looking for a car mount 
make sure it is designed to hold the 
big tires. It’s not all one size fits all 
for bike racks.
Although there is only two of  

them living under their roof, 
Andrea and Lloyd own three fat 
tire bikes. Lloyd has an aluminum 
one outfitted with studs for the 
commute to work in the wintertime, 
one with a carbon fiber frame that 
is much lighter for long rides, and 
another aluminum framed bike with 
regular fat tires.
The bikes have different seats on 

them, one more suited for Andrea 
and two that Lloyd finds more 
comfortable.
They shared that if  you are looking 

for a proper bike seat to have put 
your tush to the test at a bike shop. 
Lloyd also says to make sure you 
have a good seat and that everyone 
has a different back side and what 
one person thinks is a comfortable 
seat may be a pain in the butt for 
someone else.
As we took off  on our short trip 

down the Jitney Trail I could feel 
the difference of  a well adjusted 
bike and of  course the welcomed 
cushion on the bigger tires as we 
proceeded on to the gravel. 
As with any bike ride you are not 

going to be completely bump free. 
I felt dips in the road as we rolled 
along, but compared to my 12 speed 
I drove as a teenager this bike was 
a dream. There is no feeling every 
single piece of  gravel you hit on the 
trail and no wincing or dreading it 
when you hit a big rock. 
Unlike some other bikes, a fat tire 

bike can be used universally. From 
downhill mountain biking and trails 
to road cycling and even on the 
sandy beach!
The wider tires allow the bike to 

make it over traditionally “no bike 
terrain” such as sand or snow. By 
lowering the pounds per square 
inch (PSI) in the tires by letting out 
a bit of  air there is more surface 
area on the tires to allow them to 
glide over surfaces that would make 
a normal bike sink.
Lloyd, an avid cyclist that is no 

stranger to long trips and has even 
cycled across Canada says that his 
fat tire bike has all of  the versatility 
he needs. For people who are on 
the road with their bikes year round 
as much as they are Andrea says she 

most enjoys the stability  
of  the bike and adds that for 
anyone who is nervous cycling on 
the road, the fat tire style is a good 
choice. “The bigger surface area 
of  the tires helps with common 
problems like cracks, potholes and 
even road kill,” says Andrea. She 
adds that she has noticed that some 
cars pay more attention to them on 
the road because of  the tire size. 
“You just stand out a little more.”
If  you are game to try some 

FAT TIREFAT TIRE

THE

SKINNY ON

BY: HEATHER BRIMICOMBE
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winter cycling be sure to layer up. With a few 
winters of  traversing the Pictou Causeway on 
his way to and from his work in Stellarton, up 
hill both ways and for months in the darkness 
of  winter, Lloyd says that marino wool has 
become his secret weapon. “It’s warm yet light 
and breathable and you can add on as many 
layers as you need.”
At the end of  our bike ride I was energized 

and despite not being a fan of  biking for some 
time I could absolutely see myself  taking a 
trip on a fat tire bike again as a way to get 
more exercise in the winter and enjoy the great 
outdoors in a new way.   

FAT TIREFAT TIRE
BIKESBIKES

THE

SKINNY ON

Hit the road 
this winter  

and pump up 
the fitness fun!

Shauna Heighton blazed a trail 
through Scotsburn last winter 
on her Fat Tire Bike.
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ON THE TABLE THE VITAL 
VITAMIN C

BY DEBBIE STEWART, R.H.N. 
REGISTERED HOLISTIC NUTRITIONIST

In truth it is an essential vitamin that we 

need on a daily basis and it is probably 

the best-known vitamin. Most people 

can name a food that contains vitamin C 

and that is likely a good thing because it 

is one of the important nutrients that we 

need to survive! 

Vitamin C has a storied history. From 

curing scurvy in the seafaring past, 

boosting immunity and now on-going 

research that may even reveal more 

therapeutic qualities in the future. 

While it may not be the magic pill we are 

all seeking to find, it does have many health 

benefits. It plays a vital role in brain health, 

healing wounds, producing collagen and 

helps reproduce other antioxidants in the 

body, namely Vitamin E. This is probably its 

best-known use as it helps prevent damage 

to our cells and tissues.

Another example of Vitamin C as 

an antioxidant is the ability it has to 

transform iron into a more readily 

absorbable state. Including vitamin C 

rich foods in recipes with your best iron 

sources may enhance iron absorption. 

Next time you have snack give it a try.

CLASSIC
TOP 40

hits of the 60s, 
70s and 80s that 

you grew up with 
including your

 requests!

DARYL MACLEAN’S

Friday and Saturday night
Between 6 and 10 p.m.

It’s always 
a party on

Brought to you by Dairy Queen Antigonish, JS MacDonald Financial, MLA Allen MacMaster, Ceildh Honda, Down to EArth Art Gallery and Purl Brook DKI. 
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RECIPE

Try a cup of this for breakfast or  

any time to give your day and  

your immune system a boost. 

Honey, Ginger 
Lemon Tea 

1  inch fresh grated or finely  

chopped ginger

ju ice of 1/2 lemon or lime,  

plus more if you want

2 cups filtered water

1 tsp organic honey

Bring water, ginger and the juice of the lemon 

to a boil with a tight fitting lid on. Turn down 

to simmer for 5 minutes. I like to boil the 

lemon half with this. Cut 1/4 of a lemon and 

squeeze the juice into a mug, add 1tsp organic 

honey and fill up with the ginger tea. Great hot 

or cold and you can keep this on simmer for 

longer if you want. Great for the immune  

system and helps with the stuffies.

“Did you know  

you also absorb  

vitamin C from  

herbs and spices?”

Grab a handful of organic trail mix 

containing dried fruit and an apple 

at the same time. You are getting 

vitamin C, iron and a lot of other 

vitamins and minerals in a healthy, 

easily portable snack.

So how much vitamin C should 

you take you ask. Well that is a 

loaded question. Do you follow the 

DRI (Daily Recommended Intake) 

or the RDA (Recommended Daily 

Allowance)? While both mean 

the same, it can become quite 

confusing, as there are different 

forms of measuring vitamins and 

minerals. I often think they should 

teach label reading courses to make 

understanding daily allowances for 

vitamins and minerals easier. 

While you can’t overdose 

on vitamin C through food 

consumption, it is recommended 

that you take no more than 2000mg 

or 400IU of a vitamin C supplement 

daily. It is a water-soluble vitamin, 

which means that your body will 

eliminate any excess that you eat. 

Be sure to always consult your 

doctor before taking a supplement 

as some medications react adversely 

to them. Vitamin C is best taken in 

food form and shouldn’t need to be 

supplemented if you eat a healthy 

whole foods diet.

Other than oranges
We can all name the obvious food 

sources, but did you know you also 

absorb vitamin C from herbs and 

spices? 

Parsley, thyme, basil, dill and 

cilantro are just a few to get you 

started. Papaya, kiwi, spinach, 

broccoli, kale are a few other 

examples of foods containing high 

amounts of vitamin C. It is probably 

one of the tastiest vitamins out there. 

Because it is a water-soluble 

vitamin the amount that is in our 

foods is impacted in the preparation 

and storage of food. To get your 

maximum impact, eat whole, fresh 

foods with limited processing. 

Buy locally and eat seasonally for 

maximum impact on your health.    

The Pictou County 
Wellness Centre is 
operated and managed by Nustadia Recreation Inc.

BOOK YOUR 
EVENT NOW!
The Wellness Centre features a community 
conference space, as well as a full service 
‘Intermissions Cafe, catering amenities, 
a walking track, and two NHL sized ice      
surfaces.  Also located in the Wellness 
Centre is the YMCA of Pictou County who 
operate the facility’s fitness centre, 
gymnasium, day care, child minding & 
aquatics centre.

Pictou County 
Wellness Centre
2756 Westville Road
RR3 New Glasgow, NS
Phone Number:
(902) 755-8870

Home of the Pictou County Weeks Junior A Crushers

2756 Westville Rd., 
New Glasgow, 

(902) 755-8870

SAT., APR. 1ST, 2017
SHOWTIME 1 PM
doors open 12:30pm

TICKETS $28.75 
(taxes and fees incl.)

TICKETS ON SALE 
AT THE BOX OFFICE 

OR CALL (902) 755-8870
OR ONLINE 

www.pcwellnesscentre.ca
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FITNESS

BY DEELLE HINES 10Baby its cold outside, but that doesn’t 

mean we have to go into hibernation. 

Here are 10 healthy ways you can  

say goodbye to the winter blahs. 

1 Get Outdoors.
There are lots of gloomy winter days, but 

there are also lots of beautiful sunny days. 

When the sun is shining take at least 15 

minutes to get outdoors for some fresh  

air and vitamin D. Roll up your sleeves, 

take some deep breaths and let the sun 

shine on your face and arms. We do not 

get a lot of vitamin D from the sun during 

the winter months; however, every little 

bit helps.

2 Make outdoor activities 

a family affair.
Nothing beats spending time with your 

family, especially after a long week of 

work. Get the whole family involved in 

fun winter activities like skating, sledding, 

snowshoeing and cross country skiing. 

Challenge each other, but also make sure 

to laugh along the way.

3 Workout from home.
Let’s face it, some winter days are too 

cold to venture outdoors, so why not get 

a workout in at home? Check out some 

free workout videos on YouTube and 

work up a sweat in the comfort of your 

own home.

4 Add some colour to 

your world.
When the gray and gloomy winter gets 

you down, it’s time to brighten up your 

life and your workouts with colourful 

workout clothing, sneakers and upbeat 

music. Colour and music have a big  

impact on how our brains view  

the world.

5 Find a workout 

partner.
Many of us feel a little less motivated 

in the winter, but the good news is you 

probably have a close friend that feels the 

same. Find yourself a workout partner 

that will help keep you accountable and 

motivated towards reaching your goals.

6 Take up a winter 

sport.
Remember when you were a child and 

you actually looked forward to the winter 

months? A lot of this had to do with being 

involved in winter sports. Luckily, there 

are still winter sports we can be involved 

in as adults – hockey, indoor track and 

field, indoor swimming, basketball, 

volleyball, etc. 

TO BEAT THE WINTER BLAHS

www.suntime.ca
(902) 396-3387

4687 Highway #4, RR#1,
Westville, Nova Scotia  B0K 2A0

We Are Your Pool, Spa
And Heating Experts

Keeping your family 
warm in winter
and cool in 
the summer
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7 Sleep well.
Many people suffer from depression in 

the winter months and not sleeping well 

can make this matter worse. To help get 

a better sleep at night turn off your tv or 

phone at least 1 hour before going to bed, 

take a nice warm shower or bath, read, go 

to bed when you are tired and take some 

deep breaths.

8 Ease your stress.
A great way to unwind from a stressful 

day is to bring a pot filled with water, 

cinnamon and apples to a boil. This 

yummy smelling brew will instantly  

ease your stress and can also help  

relieve headaches.

9 Amp up your workout 

intensity.
Cut back on your workout time by 

adding some high intensity interval 

training (HIIT) into your workout routine. 

These short 5 to 30 minute workouts 

include repeated bouts of high intensity 

effort combined with recovery time. 

These workouts will leave you with a 

feeling of accomplishment.

10 Focus on what you 

love.
Ok the winter months are pretty rough, 

but why not focus on what you love 

about winter, rather than what you don’t. 

Try thinking about things like Christmas, 

being cozy, fireplaces, warm beverages, 

snow days, sledding and family. Focusing 

on the positive, rather than the negative, 

will turn your gloomy winter days into 

bright ones.    

10 WAYShealthy
TO BEAT THE WINTER BLAHS

Contact us at 902-863-2491
caringforseniors@highcrest.com

Visit high-crest.com for detailed information  
on all of our facilities

Choose the best option  
for you or your loved one.

Our facilities offer Independent living  
with the comfort and security of around the clock  
professional care, or around the clock nursing care

Five Facilities Serving Nova Scotia: 
New Glasgow  |  Antigonish  |  Shrebrooke  |  Springhill
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THE INSIDE STORY

Manage 
micro 

Ultimately being 
outside as much 
as possible is so 

good for us.
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L ast week on the walk back up our drive way from the bus 

stop, it started to snow. The little hand that I was holding 

tightened round mine and squeals of delight followed. My 

first reaction wasn’t exactly the same sentiment. But I snapped  

out of it because Felix was just so darn excited. 

“Momma do you know who Loooves snow?” 

“Who?” I said as we loaded into the car for daycare. 

“Santa!” I laughed and he continued on about how much he  

loved snow too and listing everything he wanted to do in it. 

It got me thinking... When did I start to dread winter? I remember 

when I was little hearing grown-ups talk about the dreaded season 

and thinking what’s wrong with it? It’s not so bad! Wait did this 

mean that I’m now those grown ups I thought were sooo old? 

I do love the change of season but I know I’m not alone in 

feeling down right depressed at the thought of layers and boots 

and scraping the car... ok I’ll stop there. Winter is a fact of life for 

Maritimers and one that we need to face and dare say embrace. 

So rather than planning our lives and landscapes for the “smaller 

seasons” we should look at winter in a different light. 

Speaking of, light is a big thing when the days are short. Currently 

I’m working on a new build project and some would say that 

starting from scratch is the easiest but I wouldn’t totally agree.  

With a fresh piece of ground taking the time to locate and position 

the building is key. Capturing the optimal sun exposure can make 

a big difference in how you experience the space. (Check out this 

neat interactive map at suncalc.net). 

Can you think about sitting in a sunny spot on a winter 

day? Out of the direct wind, maybe on a rock? I think that 

the sun feels better in those moments than hot sunny days 

all summer. When designing an outdoor space take the 

elements into consideration. Building microclimates by 

structuring a windbreak and locating it in the optimal sun 

path, will give you a space that can be enjoyed all year 

long. Windbreaks don’t have to be solid either. Absorbing 

the winds energy with a “soft” feature is more successful. 

Ornamental grasses are great for this and work in winter  

so don’t cut them down just yet. Do some research and you 

will see the plethora of options. Talk to Bob at West River 

Greenhouses or Jeanette at the Green Thumb. They, along 

with their staff, are full of information and come spring, will have 

plenty stock to choose from. 

Ultimately being outside as much as possible is so good for us. 

Especially given the amount we spend indoors on a daily bases.  

So embrace your inner child and pull on those boots. It’s not  

all bad! 

BY RACHAEL MCLEAN

A little climate 
control in your 
own backyard

Great looks for Today’s Men!
Clarks | Nautical | John Lennon | Lois | Cabano

25 Inglis Place, Truro, NS  |  Phone 902 895-8447
Hours Monday-Thurs,Sat 9:00 am to 5:00 pm

Friday 9:00 am to 9:00 pm
Sunday Holiday hours 12:00 to 4:00 pm

(902) 863-6633
specialoccasionsforall@gmail.com

antigonishrentall.ca
4019 South River Rd.  |  Antigonish  |  Nova Scotia  |  B2G 2H6

Holiday Events
Book us now for all your

holiday catering and decorating needs.

Tents • Tables • Chairs • Linens • Dishes & Glassware
Decorative Decor • Endless Event Supplies

We have top quality Marquee and Peak Pole tents, 
as well as a choice of solid, zipper and window walls. 

Our tents are set up and taken down at your site by our 
staff, ensuring a professional look for your special day.

2016 rates guaranteed for 2017 if booked by Dec. 31st, 2016
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You asked for it you got it. Thank 

you to everyone who responded 

to our on-line poll. Wood sliced 

décor is one of the hottest holiday 

trends this year. They are warm 

and rustic but can fit into even 

modern design. Bring the outside 

in with this easy to make wreath 

project. Depending on what you 

use for greenery, you can save 

this wreath to use year after year. 

BY LORI BYRNE

PHOTOS BY STEVE SMITH, VISIONFIRE STUDIOS

Slice Up Some  
Christmas Cheer

DIY

STEP 1. Cut down a tree that has the diameter of wood 

slice you want or find a piece of firewood. I used slices 

that are about 3” across.

STEP 2. Slice each slice about 1/4” thick, being very 

careful to keep all your fingers.

STEP 3. Lay out the wood slices on the wreath frame 

until you get the look you want. I used two layers to 

cover the gaps and exposed bits of wreath frame.

STEP 4. Glue the slices onto a wooden wreath frame 

using hot glue or wood glue.

STEP 5. Let the glue set.

STEP 6. Gather branches, pine cones, berries or buy 

some picks from the local craft supply store if you want 

your wreath to last longer.

STEP 7. Lay out your greenery to see how you want it.

STEP 8. Hot glue it in place.

STEP 9. Tie a bow and hot glue it onto your greenery

STEP 10. Hang your new wreath on your door or gift it 

to someone special.

SUPPLIES:

Tree branch or trunk

Wreath frame (flat MDF)

Glue – hot glue and wood glue

Berries and Branches (real or artificial)

Ribbon
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we do that

PICTOU, NS 902-485-1990    HALIFAX, NS 902-455-2870
DARTMOUTH, NS 902-457-7468    BRIDGEWATER, NS 902-543-2457

SAINT JOHN, NB 506-654-1303    ST. STEPHEN, NB 506-466-3220    DIEPPE, NB 506-857-8790

Advocate has a rich history in Atlantic Canada, serving our clients with 
innovation, service, and transformation. Throughout our 125-year history, 

we have never forgotten that our roots are firmly planted in Atlantic 
Canadian soil. Advocate is proud to serve our communities and foster the 

entrepreneurial spirit of  hard work, dedication, and perseverance.
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At Home...

inYOUR
home...

and online!
read it  •  share it  •  love it!

www.athomeonthenorthshore.ca


